THE CHIEF EXECUTIVE PROGRAM
The Chief Executive Program brings together an international cohort of 50 CEOs who want to
more effectively lead change in their organizations, communities and in the cultural field. You
will share your experiences with others in the cohort and learn from faculty in convenings at
Harvard Business School and the Sundance Resort. By the end of the experience, you will have
the tools and connections needed to boost your ability to create change in your own unique
context.
The program is built around learning cycles that will help you explore, reflect, apply and share new approaches to leadership.
You and your colleagues will come together at two in-person events and will participate in “at-home” activities between
these sessions, designed to help you move forward on the key objectives you have defined. These events and activities are
designed to give you a deeper understanding of the strategic challenges you face and the ability to translate your vision for
the future into reality.

APPLY
SPRING
2019

INTERVIEW

May 21-June 4, 2019

To ensure that the program is a good
fit, members of the NAS senior team
will call candidates to discuss the
program and their goals.

February 21-April 18, 2019

Be a part of this incredible community
of arts and culture leaders. Fill out the
application online.

SPRING
2019

COHORT ANNOUNCEMENT
JUL
2019

SET GOALS

What do you want to focus your time on?
Setting goals will help you navigate the
program and incorporate the ideas and
learning into your everyday work in an
effective and meaningful way.

SUMMER
2019

FALL
2019

share
collaborate

explore

October 13-18, 2019 @ Harvard Business School

We will spend time at Harvard and in the local
community digging into the connections between
your strategy, your value and your community.

Once the cohort is announced, NAS will
connect program participants to help you get
to know each other and find colleagues who
share the same challenges.

PEER LEARNING & CONNECTION

unite

STRATEGY & DRIVING CHANGE

July 7, 2019

Engage in focused peer-to-peer learning with
sessions that address your critical your goals.
Celebrate advancements and unpack
setbacks in leading change alongside a
supportive community that knows what it’s
like to be a leader.

reﬂect
OCT
2019

apply
share

COACHING & REFLECTION

virtual meet-ups with peers
personal reﬂection
coaching

CHANGE IN MOTION: SUNDANCE
April 19-23, 2020 @ Sundance Resort

Come together to examine what a change effort
looks like in practice. NAS and our faculty
partners will customize this convening in
response to the specific needs and priorities you
share with us.

APR
2020

FALL
2019

WINTER
2020

We offer structures and processes that
will help you draw on your wealth of
knowledge and experience to reflect on
where you've been, where you are and
where you're headed. You’ll consult
with the NAS team to help apply your
learnings to your unique goals and work
one-on-one with a NAS-trained coach
to gain a deeper understanding of your
individual leadership style.

